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We’ve expanded our thinking 
from projects to ecosystems…
…What if
we tie in our 
communities?
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• Capture cost savings
from avoided sprawl
• Invest in neighborhoods
• Protect farms and forests





• Employers: Corrections, Casinos, Wal-Mart
• Free and Reduced Lunches, on avg 54%
• Unemployment as high as 12.3% (WA 7.3%) 
• Poverty rate as high as18.6% (WA 12.1%)
• Drop out rate as high as 15.6% (WA 10.4%)
Families on the Peninsula
We Need Wild, Big, Bold 
Solutions
…what might those be?
CREE - Creative Renewable Energy & Efficiency
Solutions that …
…and build new coalitions 
to steward the Salish Sea
1. Sustainably tap natural resources
2. Create good jobs in rural towns
3. Save energy
4. Waste less
5. Link communities to each other
6. Reunite people to the land
7. Innovate towards next gen. markets

